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Line 26: “Experimental catchments “What this means? It is not clear what you are trying
to say. Rephrase the sentences. Line 28: They are? Who are they? there is two time the a
sentence startint with they but it is not clear who or what they are.
Line 47-49: Which are these models? Why did you choose SWAT?
Line 72: Are you used SWAT+?

Line 72: The aim and innovation of the work need to be better discussed both in
introduction and discussion. There are plenty of work which evaluate model performances
with different data resolution (soil, morphology and climate) Here some examples which
can be useful in discuss the main innovation: How you work give new insight inthe
research? I cannot see any novelty or secondary elaboration from the canonical SWAT
application such as a susceptibility map or future prediction. I suggest to the authors to
focus more on this points
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